Investment Opportunity:

Participate in expanding $10B global animal vaccine market
with a disruptive vaccine platform
July 2020

Problem: Today’s vaccination methods don’t meet the producers’ needs
Current injectable vaccines require animals to be individually handled by
vaccine crews traveling from one location to another, risking disease spread.
Crews cause disruption to feeding. Many vaccines are sub-optimal.

Solution: Mazen’s vaccines can be dosed with feed, simplifying disease prevention
Mazen’s novel vaccine expression platform enables oral delivery of vaccine. Vaccines are
expressed in corn seed, processed and fed to animals. By creating a cost effective, safer
to deliver, more efficacious solution with room temperature stability, Mazen enables
producers to decrease time to market and reduce environmental impact.

Imagine a world where zoonotic diseases are stopped at the source. Imagine a
world where a vaccine can be shipped to farms at room temperature in less than
24 hours and fed to animals to control an outbreak and protect our food supply.
Proof of concept demonstrated in pigs with PEDV
Raising $1,000,000 - $2,000,000 for animal studies with current vaccine candidates
and lead product development
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Value proposition created with Mazen’s oral vaccines offers competitive advantages
that cannot be addressed with injectable vaccines

Mazen’s Compelling Value Proposition for Producers
Oral Vaccines have Competitive Advantages

More cost effective

Removing today’s threshold decision to
vaccinate

Greater efficacy

Providing dual protection (systemic &
mucosal) against disease
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Improved safety for
animals & workers
Eliminating contact

Greater stability

Removing need for cold chain, enabling global
supply reliability & improving stockpiling

Mazen’s Team has Set Stage for Success
•
•
•

PEDV Selected
PEDV gene to
greenhouse
Positive regulatory
meeting with USDA

•
•

PEDV scale-up
VF scale-up

•

SBIR for cocci in
poultry
SBIR for pancreas
disease in salmon

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Initial PEDV scale-up
PEDV PoC Study
Valley fever added to
portfolio
Cal Poly Grant
awarded

•

Swine producer
collaboration
Animal health co.
collaboration

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

$670k

$340k

$272k

2017

2018

2019

2nd animal health co.
collaboration
Raising $1,000,000$2,000,000 for dose
ranging sow study to
demonstrate
lactogenic immunity
& advance product
development

2020

Raise $7-9M
Product scale-up
Team build out
Producer trials
USDA registration
studies
Expansion of
portfolio

2021

Jennifer Filbey, Ph.D.
CEO
jfilbey@mazenanimalhealth.com
+1-256-417-8568

www.mazenanimalhealth.com
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